




“True hyperBodies are proactive bodies, true hyperBodies 
actively propose actions. They act before they are triggered 
to do so. HyperBodies display something like a will of their 
own. They sense, they actuate, but essentially not as a 
response to a single request.” 
Kas Oosterhuis
§  2.0 Background: The Origin of Interactive Architecture
The 60s was the age of freedom and boldness. According to John Lennon, the legendary 
singer-songwriter, who said in his last interview for RKO, “The thing the sixties did was 
to show us the possibilities and the responsibility that we all had. It wasn’t the answer. 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































§  2.3 Immediate Demands and Bodily Connection/


























































































In 1964, Marshall McLuhan introduced the concept: “medium (technology) is 










































































































































































architecture, has written an influential quote in his book “An Evolutionary Architecture” 









































































bench no.1 chair no.1
















[ 20,20,20,30 ] [ 20,20,40,30 ]
{ 1,4,1,1,1 }




{ 1,3,4,1,1 } { 1,2,4,1,1 }
[ 8,72,4,18 ] [ 16,46,-4,18 ] [ 20,50,-4,32 ]
{ 1,3,4,7,1 }

























table no.1 table no.2





{ 5,1,1,1,1 } { 1,3,4,1,1 }
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